6 Things the library can do for you

**RESEARCH SERVICES**
The library is here to support research and scholarship. Set-up a consultation with one of the library’s engineering subject specialists for comprehensive assistance with our 1200+ databases, or try one of our research guides to learn more about the resources in your discipline:

guides.nyu.edu/gettingstarted

**BORROWING**
Your NYU ID is your library card and can be used to borrow more than just books. Bern Dibner offers 4 hour Mac and PC laptop loans. The library’s course reserves contain textbooks for every class taught at Tandon and are available for 3 hour loans with some available for overnight borrowing. If the library does not have the resource you are looking for ask us about our EZ-borrow and Interlibrary loan options.

library.nyu.edu/services/borrowing/

**WORKSHOPS**
Interested in learning more about Matlab, Python, high performance computing, or data management? The library offers regular workshops on these and other topics open to all students. Check out the full schedule for Dibner workshops at:

guides.nyu.edu/dibnerworkshops

**PRINT, COPY, SCAN**
At the beginning of each semester, every student’s NYU ID is loaded with a $50 printing balance. 4 black & white and 2 color printers are available at Bern Dibner Library. Scanners located on the 4th floor can be used at no cost. Research **poster printing** is available to students with a departmental sponsor.

For inquires ask dibner.posters@nyu.edu

**DATA SERVICES**
Data Services offers access to specialty software packages for statistical analysis, geographic information systems (GIS), and qualitative data analysis. Data Services provides training and support, as well as consulting expertise, for many aspects of the research data lifecycle including access, analysis, collection development, data management, and data preservation. Their offices are located in Elmer Holmes Bobst library at the square.

guides.nyu.edu/dataservices

**SPACES**
Need a space to work on a group project or a quiet area to finish your homework? The library has **individual study rooms** available on a first come first serve basis, as well as, **larger study rooms** which can be reserved through the library website. If you are working on an assignment the library’s **computer lab** has machines installed with Microsoft Office, Adobe Suites, as well as advanced engineering programs.

library.nyu.edu/spaces/group-study-rooms-dibner